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Writing in Mrs. B’s Honors & AP Classes 
 
Every teacher has strengths and weaknesses.  
 
Teaching writing is my strength.  It’s my passion. I do it well because I never let myself sit back 
and think Oh, I’m a good enough writing teacher.  Every year I rethink, rework and re-imagine 
how I teach writing. 
 
But that also means that I will not let you sit back and say, Oh, I’m a good enough writer.  No 
matter how well you write today, you can write better by the end of this course—provided you’re 
willing to work hard. 
 
And the great thing about writing is that it does respond to hard work.  This handout—
affectionately known as the MOAH or Mother of All Handouts—explains how the “hard work” 
happens in our writing. 
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Three phases 

Best practice1 in writing instruction emphasizes the way that writing is a process, not a single 
product.  This process usually includes pre-writing (planning), drafting (writing and rewriting), 
and reflection (identifying what you did, what was successful and why).  
 
To help us focus on writing as a process, we will write all our formal writing tasks in these three 
phases.   
 

• Prewriting: In addition to pre-writing exercises we do in class, you will write a formal 
proposal.  These proposals are question-answer assignments, and cannot be longer than 
one page, typed.  You will revise and resubmit this proposal until it is accepted.  This 
usually takes 2-3 attempts, but can take more or fewer, depending on where you are in 
your own development as a writer.   

• Drafting:  Once your proposal has been accepted, you move on to writing the actual 
assignment.  Each assignment will vary based on its particular requirements, but may 
include some organizational recommendations or may require a certain form of writing or 

                                                
1 “Best practice” is and educational term that indicates the most effective style of doing something based on multiple years of theory and practice 
by a wide variety of teachers in a wide variety of settings. 
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a certain length.  You will revise and resubmit the draft until it is accepted.  Again, this 
usually takes 2-3 attempts, but may take up to 5 attempts.   
 

• Reflecting: Once your draft has been accepted, you 
move on to writing a critical reflection paper. This is a 
question-answer worksheet that you hand in with a 
highlighted rubric at the end of a task.  It’s a “first say” 
opportunity on your whole process...more about “first say” 
later. 

 
Feedback 

Feedback in this class is primarily non-evaluative and it goes in big loops.   
• Big loops:  You submit a proposal, get feedback, revise and resubmit, revise and 

resubmit, revise and resubmit—until you get it “accepted.”  That means you move on to 
the next phase—drafting.  Same process there until you get an “accepted” that moves you 
on to your critical reflection.  

 
• Non-Evaluative: I’m not “grading” each paper that you submit.  Your grade is based on 

a rubric, and the rubric evaluates your work at the very end of the process, after you’ve 
written and revised your critical reflection.  Instead, I’m offering you a huge amount of 
feedback that is actually meant to HELP YOU REVISE.  That feedback will be both 
written and oral.   

 
Written Feedback 
I will diagnose some of the major flaws that I see and ask you to take it back to the drawing 
board.  This means that you will have to do your own thinking about your writing.  I will not 
correct it for you.   Because I identify only one or two flaws does not indicate that the 
proposal/paper/reflection contains only one or two flaws.  I may also write some questions to get 
you thinking in the right directions. 
 
Sometimes written feedback will happen through comments in the margins, sometimes through 
narrative notes/letters/memos, and sometimes through handouts and other tools attached to your 
work. 
 
Oral Feedback 

• Teacher Writing Conferences.  A conference is just a 5-10 minute meeting, phone call 
or Google chat with me where we can discuss your work so that you can move ahead.  
Sometimes I’ll request a conference, other times, you may be confused about one of my 
comments and might want to initiate a writing conference.  I’ll be available for 
conferencing during writing days.  In addition, there is always a sign up sheet outside my 
door showing my availability for the current week (before/after school and planning 
periods). 
 

• Essay Ambulance.  When I’m reading student writing, I keep notes on problems or 
errors that I see happening frequently.  When 2-3 students seem to be having the same 
trouble, I’ll host an Essay Ambulance session in class.  Usually, this means I pull out the 
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ELMO and give some examples of the problem and do some thinking aloud with you 
about why it’s a problem and some possible approaches to fix it.  

 
• Peer Conference.  You are often each others’ best resource.  Sometimes another student 

can see the flaw that you’ve become blind to.   
 
Turnaround 
It is my goal to return your writing to you within two days. Ordinarily, I am pretty good at that.  
 

Hand it in on...  Get it back on... 
Monday (writing day)  Wednesday/Thursday 
Tuesday   Thursday 
Wednesday   Friday 
Thursday   Monday 
Friday    Tuesday 
Friday evening  Wednesday 
Weekend   Wednesday 

 
There are two main exceptions to this routine.  

1. First finished drafts. These papers take the longest because they usually require the most 
significant revisions.  

2. I’m human. Sometimes my life (like yours) doesn’t permit me to accommodate 60 drafts 
in two days. I usually change your final due date by a day or two when I’m responsible 
for the tardiness.  

 
 
 

Revolving due dates 
You will always have a due date for your first proposal.  Most of the time, I will 
return it to you within two school days (see “turnaround” for more details). 
You have a maximum of one week from the date that your proposal is returned to 
you to get it back to me.  For example, if you get your proposal back on 
Wednesday, 8/30, then you will rework it and return it to me on or before 
Wednesday, 9/6.   

 
Once your proposal has been accepted, you have a maximum of one week to write the paper and 
hand it in to me.  This is just like the example above, except that if you get your accepted 
proposal back on Wednesday 8/30, then you will return a paper to me on or before Wednesday, 
9/6.  

 
Finally, once you have finished your process with your assignment, you will complete a critical 
reflection paper. Your critical reflection will be due no more than one week after your last draft 
is accepted. 
 
There will be a last call day for critical reflections.  This means I will not take critical reflections 
for a particular task beyond that date.   
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Writing Workshop Days  
I know that revising once a week can start to feel like a lot of work, especially when I’m asking 
you to make substantive revisions.  And I know that you are busy people—orchestra, jazz band, 
cross country, soccer, theatre, newspaper… the list goes on and on.   
 
One way I will try to make this writing process manageable is by providing one day each week 
for writing.  We’ll talk more about what that will look like later—but for now, please know that 
you can count on at least 45 minutes of uninterrupted class time each week to work on these 
tasks. 
 

Substantive Revision 
Because I expect you to be engaged in the writing process, I expect that 
your papers will change significantly over the course of several drafts.   
 
I am not asking you merely to “tinker” with a sentence here or there.   
I am not asking you merely to “edit” for grammatical mistakes and  
spelling errors.  Instead, I am asking you to rethink, reinvent,  
rewrite.  This may mean deleting whole paragraphs, moving entire  
chunks of the paper to other places.   
 
It could mean that one angle doesn’t work and you need to find an entirely new argument for a 
particular part of the paper.  It may mean scrapping the whole thing and starting from scratch. 
That is what real writers do, and in this class, you are real writers. 
 
What I’m trying to say is that revision, like writing, is HARD WORK.  I expect to see evidence  
of that in your revisions.   
 
 
 

TWO Keys to Success with Revolving Due Dates 
 
Use Writing Days Productively.  We will write every Monday of the 
school year.  This is time you can plan for and rely on, and it’s critical to your 
success.  I know you are some of the busiest, most stretched students in our building,  
and I honor you by providing this time.  Honor me by using it. 
   
Plan Your Time Wisely.  If you ONLY submit one draft per week, you will  
NOT  finish your task in the six week time frame allotted to each task.  Some weeks,  
you may not get more than one draft in, and that’s legit.  Other weeks, you’ll do 2-3, 
and that, too is necessary.  Ultimately, you know better than anyone how to effectively manage your time, 
because only you know your schedule, and you can make this writing work around your own needs.  
 
NOTE: Procrastination on YOUR part does not mean an emergency on my part— I get two school days to 
turn around most proposals and drafts (longer on first drafts)…and no, weekends do not count. 
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The Right of First Say 
I believe that writers have the right of first say about their own work.  What I mean by that is 
simple: you get to tell me what you’re thinking, what you’re worried about, and what problems 
you’re trying to fix BEFORE I tell you what I think. 
 
In other words, I want to respond to what you need before telling you what I see.  Your “first 
say” tells me a LOT about how deeply you’re thinking about your own writing and how much 
attention you’re giving it.  I expect you to offer first say comments using the comment 
function, in your notes to me attached to drafts and/or in person. 
 

To be honest, I’m not a magic wand.  I can’t come in and “just know” 
what you’re thinking about your writing.  It doesn’t make sense for 
me to write a whole memo to you about your sentence structure if 
you’re still not sure about your organization.   

 
 
 
How do you get “first say?” 

• Proposal—on your proposal, the last prompt will ask you for your questions or concerns. 
 

• Drafting—Use Google Doc’s “insert comment” to jot down your questions/concerns next to the 
sections of the paper you’re thinking about. You may also include a e-note with your draft. 
 

• Critical reflection & Highlighted Rubric—by definition, this is a “first say” about your 
process as a whole, and helps me in evaluating your process accurately. 
 
 
 

Electronic Drafting 
We’ll use Google Docs for all of your drafting.  You do not hand me a 
physical paper until your Critical Reflection & Rubric.  Instead, you 
submit your tasks to me at mrsbpapers@gmail.com using Google Docs.   
 
When using Google Docs... 

1. Do NOT write over or delete old drafts.  
2. Save the new filename BEFORE you start working on 

revisions—or you might end up overwriting your old draft. 
3. Never resolve comments. That’s a sure fire sign you are writing 

over an old draft. 
 

Use Standard File Names 
For all students, the most important thing is that you save your file so that it is easily identifiable.  
“Of Mice and Men Paper” might be a great title for you, but I probably have thirty-odd students 
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writing Of Mice and Men papers.  Instead, please use your first initial, last name, the task # 
and the phase #.  For example, your first proposal for your first writing task would be named:  

 
JSmithTask1Prop1 

 
This tells me very quickly that I’m opening Jane Smith’s, 1st proposal for her 1st task.  When she 
revises it and resubmits it, she would save it as: JSmithTask1Prop2.   

 
Later, when she works on her first draft of her paper, the new file name would be: 
JSmithTask1Draft1 
 
 
Grading 
Because most of your feedback is non-evaluative (meant to help you  
revise, not to give you a grade), you’re probably wondering how you  
will be graded, when it comes down to it.  That is an unfortunate—but  
legitimate—question in our context in a public high school.   
 
Writing is 40% of the grade in this class.  You earn your grade three ways: 

1. Completion of initial proposal on time (5 points per task). 
2. Rubric for your work on each writing task (100 points per task). 
3. Active, useful participation during writing days (10 points on final rubric). 

 
Notice that the bulk of your writing grade gets “reported” at the end of your each writing tasks.  
This does NOT mean I am not keeping accurate complete records, nor does it mean I am not 
assessing your work as you do it.  Thanks to Google Docs, I have very accurate records as well 
as copies of all the feedback that I give you. 
 
It helps to think of grading for your writing as having good news and bad news. 

 
The good news  
It is nearly IMPOSSIBLE to earn a “bad” grade 
in your writing, as long as you: 
• Stay actively engaged in correcting and 

thinking about your own writing, 
• Hand in your versions and drafts on schedule, 
• Initiate conferences with me or with your 

peers when you don’t know how to approach a 
particular problem, and  

• Submit the best possible writing you can do 
every time. 
 

The bad news  
 You can fail if you want to.  I will not protect 
you because you’re an “honors” student.  If you:  

• Make just the minimum changes and 
corrections to each draft 

• Hand in sloppy, late or inconsistent 
drafts,  

• Don’t do the assignments, and/or 
• Don’t work hard 

…You will fail.  
 
 

The process is graded using the rubric attached to this packet.  I suggest you study it very 
carefully.  It is not “how I feel” about your process, but measured by a series of very clear 
benchmarks for a quality process.   
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Incomplete Work 
Incomplete processes earn automatic scores. These are not negotiable. 

 Proposal only: 25/100 
 Accepted proposal: 33/100 
 One draft: 50/100 
 Two drafts: 60/100 
 Three or more drafts: 70/100 
 Accepted draft: 75/100 

 
In other words, you must COMPLETE THE PROCESS to earn a grade over a C (75). 
 

 
Part VI: Details & FAQs 

 
How many writing tasks? 
Two per trimester.  This may flex a little bit during first trimester, while we are getting up and 
running, but will hold steady for the rest of the year. 
 
How many drafts?   
That depends on how quickly you progress.  There is no limit on the number of drafts you may 
submit to rework.  Some students get each phase completed in two drafts, others take three or 
four drafts.  Or, you might take five drafts of a proposal but only two of your actual paper.   
 
But a word to the wise: I expect every assignment you write to be your best work—the absolute 
best you can make it on your own without any coaching.  No one besides the writer should 
ever see an actual rough draft.  If you hand in an incomplete or rough draft to me, I will hand it 
right back to you.  You will not receive credit until you hand in a strong, finished piece of 
writing.   
 
When is writing due? 
At the minimum one revision is due each week.  

• But, you cannot simply do the minimum every time and still finish your task on time. 
• I will not accept papers over the weekend—A paper handed in on Friday evening, 

Saturday or Sunday has an “in date” of MONDAY; do not expect it back until 
WEDNESDAY.   

 
 

 
Please understand that your effort is NOT the only criterion for an A.  
Effort should go without saying.  I expect that you are always working hard.  Read  
the rubric carefully.  I’m looking for improvement.  If you’re actually working hard 
 and not improving, then something needs to change—at a minimum you need a  
writing conference to help you move forward.   
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How about a nutshell version of all that?  
1. I don’t believe in smart.  I believe in hard work.  Learning to write better is hard work.   
2. In this class, we will do all of our formal writing in three phases: prewriting, drafting and 

reflecting.  For each phase, you will write and revise until I write “accepted” across the 
top of the paper, and then you’ll move on to the next phase.   

3. You will get lots and lots of written and oral feedback from me on every phase of writing, 
and you are expected to do your own thinking about your writing as well in order to 
revise.  

4. But you will not get a grade on your writing until the end of the process.  You earn your 
grade through hard work during the writing process, not through being a spectacular 
writer. 

5. Your due dates work with your life.  There is a due date for your first proposal and a “last 
call” for critical reflections.  All the intermediate due dates will depend on your process.  
You will submit a revision at a minimum each week, sometimes more often.  I offer you 
one full class period each week for writing so that this pace will be more manageable for 
all of us.   

6. It is my goal to return most proposals and drafts to you within two school days (not 
including weekends). The exception to this guideline is first drafts, which often take 
longer for me to return. This exception is one you should plan on in your thinking about 
your own schedule.  Remember procrastination on your part does not equal an emergency 
on mine. 

7. You always get the “right of first say.”  On your proposals, there is a space for your 
questions/concerns.  You are invited to use margin comments and email to include your 
questions and concerns on your drafts.  And your critical reflection/highlighted rubric is 
an opportunity to get “first say” in evaluating your process as a whole. 

8. Incomplete writing processes earn automatic scores as detailed above. These scores are 
non-negotiable. 

 
Credits and copyright information The initial version of this process was based on the work of 
Cathy D’Agostino, a teacher at New Trier High School in Winnetka, IL.  Some of the language 
here was borrowed directly from her work entitled “An Organic Approach To Writing” and 
“General Grading Guidelines” and was used by permission of the author.2 The most notable 
revision occurred during the summer of 2010, using the work of Nancie Atwell, Peter Elbow, Pat 
Belanoff and Bonnie Sunstein, however I continue to revise each year as students teach me what 
they need and help me to imagine what is possible.  In 2012, the document was significantly 
revised to accommodate the movement toward entirely electronic submission. A complete 
bibliography is available upon request. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
2 D’Agostino, like Nancie Atwell, credits the work of Donald Murray for shaping the core of her writing philosophy.  However, D’Agostino likewise credits Toby 
Fulwiler, Andrea Lunsford, James Kinneavey, John Rusciewcz, Nancy Sommers, Erika Lindemann, James Britton, Lester Faigley, Wayne Booth and Sheridan Baker.  
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